Carole For Advent
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1. Hark! Hear the voice that cries in the desert, “Prepare ye the way of the Lord! Make straight the way in a world dark and barren: Prepare ye the way of the Lord! And every valley shall be raised. Mountains will tremble with their praise. Witness His glory, mankind together. Prepare ye the way of the Lord!”
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2. Lo! Hear the song the angels are singing, proclaiming the Light of the
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Lord. "Glory to God!" the heavens are ringing the
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song for the Light of the Lord. There in the manger see Him
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lay, He who deserves our highest praise.
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Shepherds adore and wise men are bringing their
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gifts to the Light of the Lord. Sing alleluia!
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Sing alleluia! Sing alleluia! Sing alleluia!
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Em11 G/A A7 D Em11 D/F#
lu - ia! Christ is born!
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lu - ia! Sing al - le - lu - ia! Sing al - le -

Em11 G/A A7 D Dsus D A♭/B♭
lu - ia! Christ is born!
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Jesus is born! How long we have wait - ed, for
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He is the Hope of the Lord. Light has ar - rived and
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dark - ness has fed - ed. Yes, He is the Hope of the Lord. Lov - ing us
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each just as His own. He comes to make our hearts His
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lu - lia! Christ is born!  Sing al - le -
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lu - lia! Christ is born!